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WHIRLPOOLS, SPAS, BATHS AND ACCESSORIES

At Aquastream we believe passionately in achieving  
the best in everything we do. From our designers’  
expertly selected materials, through the manufacturing 
process. With Aquastream, you benefit from five guiding 
principles: quality, service, innovation, reliability and 
technology. We look forward to being of service to you.

RYAN CLANFORD  FOUNDER



About Aquastream

With Aquastream, you benefit from five guiding 
principles: quality, service, innovation, reliability and 
technology. We believe passionately in achieving the 
best in everything we do. From our designers’ expertly 
selected materials, through the manufacturing 
process and most importantly our after-sales service, 
we put your comfort and luxury first at every stage.

Many companies offer whirlpools, spas and baths, 
but Aquastream is different.
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At Aquastream, our main aim is your relaxation. 
Choose from our range of elegantly crafted whirlpools 
and spa systems, or create your own system by using 
our bespoke design service. You can even combine this 
with one of our superb baths to indulge in a truly 
luxurious experience. We want to help you feel 
invigorated and ease the stresses of the day within the 
sanctuary of your home. We look forward to being of 
service to you.

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk
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The very best service, and much more
We take pride in offering a tailored service as individual as you are, 
giving you a wide choice of whirlpools, home spas, baths and 
accessories. We’ve developed our products to perform reliably and 
look stunning, and to suit any lifestyle. They’re all produced in  
the UK to the most exacting standards, by highly skilled technicians. 
And this quality is backed up by our dedicated customer service 
team, who are ready to offer you expert advice if you need it.
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Whirlpools, spas and optional extras

Every decision we make at Aquastream is based on our commitment to your 
well-being and relaxation. We’ve specially developed our whirlpools and spas to 
reduce the effects of stress, sooth tense muscles, and ease aches and pains with a 
gentle all-over hydro massage. Choose from one of five carefully designed systems, 
or build your own home spa using our bespoke service. You can also enhance your 
selection with a number of extra features. Indulge yourself. You deserve it.

Bespoke fitting – it’s your choice

Unlike other suppliers, we can bespoke fit any of our systems to 
your choice of bath, helping you design your own spa or whirlpool. 
And if you want to add extra jets or upgrade your pump for added 
performance, we can do this for you too. Whatever your vision 
may be, we can help you bring it to life. Your bathroom retailer will 
be happy to guide you through this personal service.

Clean, hygienic technology – Aqua Dryjet™

All Aquastream whirlpools come fitted as standard with our 100% 
draining Aqua Dryjet™. Years of research along with advanced 
clinical engineering have resulted in a whirlpool jet with unique 
properties. The internal structure of each jet has a myriad of 
cleverly designed angles allowing our whirlpool systems to easily 
drain away any water residue from within each jet. To ensure 
your whirlpool remains in great condition we recommend cleaning 
your system every 2-3 weeks with Aquaclean Whirlpool cleaner, 
available from your chosen stockist.
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6 JET AQUASPA   Simple and elegant

The 6 Jet AquaSpa is the perfect way to start enjoying all the 
benefits of hydro massage. Simple, elegant and cost effective,  
it delivers an energising whirlpool experience and will fit into  
any bath and meet all budgets. For added relaxation consider 
adding a chromatherapy light featured in the optional extras 
section of this brochure. 

- 6 chrome adjustable Aqua Dryjet™ whirlpool jets
- Pneumatic controls
- Rigid pipe work for added build quality
- Anti vibration pump and stand
- 2 year guarantee on all parts and labour

Why choose a whirlpool or spa?

Whether visiting a spa, health resort or wellness centre, looking for the ultimate 
relaxation and rejuvenation experience is by no means a new phenomenon. Going 
back through time, people have been enjoying the benefits of bathing in water for 
thousands of years. The word ‘spa’ originates from the Latin words ‘Espa’ (fountain) 
and ‘Sparsa’ (from spargere = to bubble up). The tradition of ‘spa going’ goes back 
through time from ancient Greece, Rome and laterally Western European societies.
All have recognised and enjoyed the health and wellness benefits of relaxing in 
water. And now, with help from us, you too can experience them in your own home.
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Whirlpool /spa system shown fitted to a Delano bath. All systems  
shown can be fitted to any bath shown within this brochure.

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk



11 JET AQUASPA   Ease aches and pains

Eleven powerful jets join together to create an invigorating 
whirlpool experience .Our eleven jet design splits the delivery  
of water by targeting your side areas with 6 larger jets and  
your back area with 5 powerful multi jets helping to ease away 
aches and pains. Enhance your bathing experience further  
by the addition of an In-line water heater and a mood enhancing 
chromatherapy light.

- 6 chrome adjustable Aqua Dryjet™ whirlpool jets
- 5 chrome AquaSpa whirlpool multi jets
- Pneumatic controls
- Rigid pipe work for added build quality
- Anti vibration pump and stand
- 2 year guarantee on all parts and labour

12 JET AQUA AIRSPA   Thousands of tiny bubbles

Thousands upon thousands of tiny bubbles make the 12 jet 
Aqua AirSpa something really special. Each of the chrome plated 
solid brass spa jets mounted in the base of each bath deliver an 
all over soothing massage. Perfect for relaxing after a workout  
at the gym or maybe just a hard day at work! Enhance this 
system further by the addition of a 6 jet AquaSpa to benefit from 
the combination of a whirlpool and spa experience.

- 12 solid brass Aqua AirSpa jets with chrome finish
- Heated AirSpa blower
- Pneumatic control
- 2 year guarantee on all parts and labour
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Whirlpool /spa system shown fitted to a Delano bath. All systems  
shown can be fitted to any bath shown within this brochure.

Whirlpool /spa system shown fitted to a Delano bath. All systems  
shown can be fitted to any bath shown within this brochure.
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11 JET DELUXE AQUASPA   Luxurious relaxation

As the name suggests our 11 jet Deluxe AquaSpa delivers 
relaxation and luxury at the same time. Fitted with 11 powerful 
whirlpool jets and fitted as standard with a myriad of optional 
extras including electronic controls. To fully enjoy the Deluxe 
system just lie back and relax and unwind in the sanctuary  
that is your home.

- 6 chrome adjustable Aqua Dryjet™ whirlpool jets
- 5 chrome AquaSpa whirlpool jets
- Chromo relax light
- Low level water sensor
- Electronic touch pad and control box
- Rigid pipe work for added build quality
- Anti vibration pump and stand
- 2 year guarantee on all parts and labour

11 JET ULTIMATE AQUASPA   Indulge all of your senses

When we set out to design our Ultimate AquaSpa, we wanted it  
to be just that. It had to deliver the Ultimate ‘Home Spa’ experience 
of relaxation, mood enhancing chromatherapy lighting, and 
thousands of bubbles all of which are controlled at the touch of a 
button through our advanced electronic touch pad. To fully enjoy 
the unadulterated luxury that this system has to offer, consider 
fitting it to our Portofino bath featured within this brochure.

- 6 chrome adjustable Aqua Dryjet™ whirlpool jets
- 5 chrome AquaSpa whirlpool jets
- 12 solid brass Aqua AirSpa jets with chrome finish
- Automatic blow dry system
- Chromo relax light
- Low level water sensor
- Electronic touch pad and control box
- Rigid pipe work for added build quality
- Anti vibration pump and stand
- 2 year guarantee on all parts and labour
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Whirlpool /spa system shown fitted to a Delano bath. All systems  
shown can be fitted to any bath shown within this brochure.

Whirlpool /spa system shown fitted to a Delano bath. All systems  
shown can be fitted to any bath shown within this brochure.
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1 Chromo relax light
Drawing on the benefits of healing 
through light, our high spec low 
energy LED lighting system allows 
you to enjoy a myriad of changing 
colours. Picture a warm sunset, a 
soothing azure pool or the glow of 
a sunny afternoon, pure relaxation.

2 Jellybean pillow
A repositionable foam filled bath 
pillow, adding comfort and 
elegance to any bath, essential  
for full relaxation. 

3 Aquafill – Whirlpool jet filling 
system*
Removing the need for traditional 
bath taps, this stylish yet practical 
alternative allows your bath to  
fill via the whirlpool jets. Comes 
complete with tap head brassware, 
choose from either of the two 
designs illustrated within this 
brochure.

* Note Aquafill requires a minimum of  
1.5 bar water pressure.

4 Whirlpool Aqua Dryjet™
All of the systems shown within 
this brochure can be further 
enhanced by adding additional 
whirlpool jets, talk to your supplier 
about our bespoke design service.

5 Jenny – Pop up waste
High quality stylish chrome plated 
brass pop up waste. 

6 Whirlpool multi jet
All of the systems shown within 
this brochure can be further 
enhanced by adding additional 
whirlpool multi jets, talk to your 
supplier about our bespoke design 
service.

7 Sydney – Overflow waste filler
A stylish alternative to the 
traditional tap, filling the bath 
through the waste.

8 Aquaclean – Whirlpool  
and spa cleaner
Aquaclean has been specially 
formulated for use with all 
Aquastream Whirlpools and Spas. 
A fresh Lemon fragrance, 
Aquaclean should be used every 
2-3 weeks, to keep your home spa 
pipes and fittings clean and fresh. 

Optional extras

A wide selection of finishing touches or upgrades help 
you to create the ultimate ‘Home Spa’ experience. 

In-line water heater
Allows you to heat the incoming 
whirlpool water, keeping your  
bath at a constant temperature 
throughout your bathing.

RCD circuit breaker 
An RCD (sometimes know as a 
residual current circuit breaker) 
must be fitted on all Aquastream 
Whirlpools or Spas. All electrical 
fittings within a bathroom must  
be fitted by a fully qualified 
electrician to current IEE 
regulations.

1.5hp pump upgrade 
We recommend moving to a larger 
pump when specifying a larger 
bath or combining an AquaSpa 
and AirSpa within the same design. 
It guarantees constant full power 
through both systems when 
positioned on full power. 

1 2
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Baths, brassware and accessories

At Aquastream, we understand that when it comes  
to bathing everyone has individual needs and tastes in 
both design and style. Choose from one of the baths 
featured over the following pages – we’re sure you will 
discover one to fit your style and size of bathroom. Then 
complete the experience by partnering your bath with 
any of the quality brassware and accessories featured. 

From our contemporary and sleek, space-saving 
Milano design, to the luxurious, spacious Portofino, 
every design and size of bath illustrated here is cast 
from strong, stylish Lucite. Which means we can offer 
a 25-year manufacturer’s guarantee on every model. 
Also, all Aquastream baths can be factory fitted with 
your choice of any of our whirlpools or spa systems. 
We leave it up to you to decide how much luxury and 
relaxation you deserve.
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Delano

Relax yourself from the stress of modern day life in the luxury 
that is the Delano. A simple yet beautifully crafted bath available 
in a choice of six sizes. Combine the Delano with any of our five 
Whirlpools or Spas for added relaxation.
  

11
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Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1500 x 700, 1600 x 700, 1700 x 750,  
1800 x 800, 1900 x 900, 2000 x 900

White

Central waste

100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against 
manufacturing defects

Front and end panels available in high 
gloss white for all sizes

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk



Como

With clean lines and a spacious shower area, Como is the perfect 
choice for bath and shower lovers alike. Either immerse yourself 
in the generously proportioned tub or invigorate yourself in the 
shower area. Consider adding a 12 Jet Aqua AirSpa for thousands 
of energising bubbles!
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Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1700 x 700 x 900

White

End waste
 
100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against  
manufacturing defects

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk

Como comes complete with a white acrylic front panel and curved glass shower 
screen. An acrylic end panel is available to order.



Romo

A stylish double ended bath. Smooth clean lines mean that Romo 
will add style to any contemporary bathroom design. Its generous 
proportions offer a deep relaxing bathing area, a perfect place to 
relax after a long stressful day. Add any Aquastream Whirlpool or 
Spa to create a stunning relaxation zone.

13
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Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1700 x 800, 1800 x 800, 1900 x 800

White

Central waste
 
100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against 
manufacturing defects

Front and end panels available in high 
gloss white for all sizes

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk



Portofino

The Portofino bath is both 
stunning to look at and 
wonderfully versatile. With 
sleek styling that will add a real 
wow factor to any bathroom, 
add to your relaxation and 
luxury even more by adding 
stylish Anthracite bath pillows. 
For a perfect finishing touch 
and real sophistication, 
combine the Portofino with an 
11 Jet Ultimate AquaSpa, for 
pure unadulterated luxury.
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Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1800 x 1150

Pillows available in Anthracite

White

Central waste
 
100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against 
manufacturing defects

The Portofino bath should be sunk  
into a pre constructed base

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk



Monaco

Inspired by geometric shapes and with sharp distinct lines, the 
Monaco is perfect for contemporary living. Relax, unwind and 
enjoy the extra depth that is available with this bath. Enhance 
your mood even further by adding an 11 Jet Deluxe AquaSpa and 
enjoy the beauty of a chromatherapy light included within this 
stunning system.
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Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1700 x 750, 1800 x 800, 1800 x 900, 
1900 x 900

White

Central waste
 
100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against 
manufacturing defects

Front and end panels available in high 
gloss white for all sizes

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk
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Corso

A stylish shower bath shown with the Jacob shower screen and  
a Jelly bean bath pillow, the Corso is all about you. Its sleek design 
allows you to choose either the generous showering area or relax 
deep in the lap of luxury. The Corso adds style and flexibility to any 
contemporary bathroom. A perfect accompaniment to the Corso is 
an 11 Jet AquaSpa for added relaxation. 

Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1700 x 800

White

End waste

100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against 
manufacturing defects

Front and end panels available  
in high gloss white

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk
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Sorrento

Contemporary styling combined with complete bathing flexibility. 
Both deep and space saving with its sleek corner design, the 
Sorrento has the added benefits of both a deep bathing area and a 
rear seat. Combine the Sorrento with any Aquastream Whirlpool 
or Spa for added bathing pleasure. 

Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1400 x 1400

White

Central waste
 
100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against 
manufacturing defects

Matching acrylic single curved  
front panel available

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk
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Milano

This innovative single ended 
bath steps away from tradition. 
With its slim, aerodynamic 
lines this bath is a perfect 
solution for smaller bathing 
areas. Add a 6 or 11 Jet Aqua-
Spa for the perfect finishing 
touch to any modern bathroom.

Sizes (in mm length x width)  
1700 x 700

White

End waste

100% Lucite Cast Acrylic

Guaranteed for 25 years against 
manufacturing defects

Front and end panels available  
in high gloss white

www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk
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Brassware and accessories

Put simply, our high quality brassware and accessory
selection has been carefully styled to allow you to make 
those important finishing touches. Whether it’s our 
Jacob shower screen teamed with Emilia chrome mixer 
taps, or the elegance of Portofino bathing pillows, be 
assured your final choice will add real style and elegance 
to your home bathing experience.

 1 Jacob – curved shower screen
   Style and high quality make the Jacob 

shower screen the perfect choice for 
the Corso shower bath. Made from 
toughened safety glass with chrome 
fittings, the glass screen is finished 
off with a curved edge design detail.

 2  Benjamin – high gloss bath panels*
   Contemporary styling and recessed 

edge details mean that Benjamin 
bath panels are the perfect finishing 
touch to any of the baths featured 
within this brochure.

 3 Portofino bath pillows
   A stunning finishing touch to the 

Portofino bath available in Anthracite, 
you decide how many you need!

 4 Jellybean pillow
   A repositionable foam filled bath 

pillow, adding comfort and  
elegance to any bath, essential  
for full relaxation.

 5 Sydney – overflow waste filler
   Sydney offers a stylish alternative  

to the traditional tap, filling the  
bath through the chrome waste. 
Sydney will work perfectly with 
either Anthony or Emilia tap heads 
featured on the opposite page of  
this brochure.

19
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 6  Charlie bath filler** 
With an art deco inspired design, 
Charlie offers a truly stylish option 
when choosing your tap design.

 
 7  Anthony – tap heads 

Clean lines and simple styling 
means that Anthony works with any 
of our baths. A perfect choice if you  
have opted to fit the Aquafill system 
to your whirlpool.

 
 8 Emilia – tap heads  
   A modern design inspired by  

nature, Emilia offers sophisticated 
styling. A perfect choice if you  
have opted to fit the Aquafill system 
to your whirlpool.

 
 9 Bethany bath filler**
   Contemporary styling and sleek 

design details, Bethany taps will 
enhance any modern bathroom.

 
 10 Abigail bath filler**
   Smooth and stylish, subtle curves 

make Abigail the perfect finishing 
touch to any bath featured within 
this brochure.

 
 11 Jenny – pop up waste
   High quality stylish chrome plated 

brass pop up waste.
 
    * Note Benjamin bath panels are not 

available for Portofino, Sorrento  
and Como baths. Sorrento and Como 
include side panels. Portofino is 
designed to be sunk.

 **  Note matching basin taps are available 
for all of the marked tap options, ask

  your retailer for details.
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Buying an Aquastream product

We produce the finest contemporary bathroom products, 
and supply only those showrooms and stockists that 
share our high standards. They are located throughout 
the UK, so you’ll find one near you – and when you 
visit, you can rely on receiving the best possible advice 
on all your bathroom requirements. Also, although  
we don’t sell direct to the public, you can contact us 
directly at any time if you have a query about any of our 
products. Remember, everything from Aquastream is 
built in the UK, using high quality materials. So whatever 
you choose, you can have confidence in its reliability, 
durability and ease of use, as well as its stunning  
good looks. 

For your nearest stockist simply go to  
www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk and enter your postcode,  
or alternatively contact our service team on 01254 681081.

21
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Customer care
At Aquastream, our aim is to 
offer you the ultimate home spa 
experience. All our whirlpools 
and spas are factory built and 
fitted at our manufacturing 
facilities within the UK. We are 
dedicated to continual 
improvement and welcome 
customer feedback on all our 
products and services. If you 
have any comments or 
suggestions, please contact  
us using any of the methods 
shown on the back page of  
this brochure.

Maintenance and cleaning
To keep your Aquastream 
whirlpool or spa in good 
working order, we recommend 
that you clean it every 2-3 
weeks using our specially 
formulated Aquaclean whirlpool 
and spa cleaner. This will 
ensure that your pipe work and 
jets are kept clean and fresh. 
All baths should be wiped clean 
with water and a non-abrasive 
bathroom cleaner. All chrome 
finishes should be cleaned 
with a suitable non-abrasive 
cleaning solution. 

Safety information
People of all ages can enjoy a 
whirlpool or spa. However,  
we recommend that you follow 
these safety guidelines: 

-  Never leave children unattended 
in a bath, whether or not it’s 
fitted with a whirlpool or spa.

- Pregnant women and the 
elderly should always seek 
medical advice before using 
any whirlpool or spa system.

- Anyone taking medication,  
or unsure for any other reason 
whether they can use a 
whirlpool or spa, should seek 
medical advice before doing so.

- No part of a whirlpool or spa 
should be removed while the 
system is working. Any 
maintenance should only be 
undertaken by a fully qualified 
plumber or Aquastream 
technician.

Fitting your Aquastream 
whirlpool, spa or bath
We recommend that any 
Aquastream whirlpool, spa or 
bath is fitted by a fully qualified 
and registered plumber.  
Note - All baths that have been 
sunk or tiled into a bathroom, 
should have access panels fitted 
for maintenance or repair. 
Aquastream Whirlpools Ltd 
guarantee does not replace 
any fittings or fixtures (including 
tiles, flooring or any other 
associated material or labour 
costs) other than those 
covered within its 2 year parts 
and labour guarantee. All 
Aquastream whirlpool or spa 
systems MUST be fitted with  
a residual-current device (RCD) 
or residual-current circuit 
breaker (RCCB). Important 
note – all electrics within a 
bathroom must be installed by 
a fully qualified electrician to 
current IEE regulations.

Orders
At Aquastream, we supply our 
products only through quality 
bathroom showrooms and 
distributors. You should place 
your orders with your chosen 
stockist. However, we would be 
delighted to answer any 
technical or design enquiries. 
Please contact our customer 
services team using one of the 
contact methods shown on  
the back cover of this brochure.

Product guarantees 
whirlpools and spas
All Aquastream products are 
manufactured using only the 
highest quality materials, by 
skilled technicians. These are 
exceptional whirlpools and 
spas, built to last. They come 
with a 2-year parts and labour 
guarantee. (Please note – all 
chrome finishes should be 
cleaned with a suitable non- 
abrasive cleaning solution.)

Baths
All our baths are manufactured 
using cast Lucite sheet 
material. This enables us to 
guarantee them for 25 years 
against all manufacturing 
defects. For more information 
on Lucite, go to www.lucite.com

Technical information and specifications

Guarantees and information

Lead-time
Our normal lead-time is 10 days 
from receiving your order from 
the stockist or distributor.

Continual improvement
We are always looking to 
improve the systems and 
services we offer. We reserve 
the right to vary the design and 
specification of our products 
and services without notice.

Copyright
All images and text featured in 
this brochure are the copyright 
of Aquastream Whirlpools Ltd. 
Any infringement of our 
copyright by any third party  
will be vigorously pursued. 
Aquastream Whirlpools Ltd 
reserves the right to alter or 
amend the descriptions and 
specifications given in this 
publication in light of technical 
developments and availability 
of parts and/or materials.
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Aquastream Whirlpools Ltd
The Big Barn
Magnolls Farm
Haslingden Old Road
Oswaldtwistle
Lancashire 
BB5 3RG
United Kingdom
T 01254 681081
F 01254 848030 
www.aquastreamwhirlpools.co.uk
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